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Ukraine is the largest country in Europe and has attracted tourists from all over the world with its treasures of  nature 

and the life. Ukraine has 7 UNESCO heritage sites and a rich culture of  music, food, dances and nightlife. It is 

situated inland from the Ukrainian coast of  the Black Sea and consists of  sand dunes reaching heights up to 5 

meters. If  that's not enough, Ukraine has 500 Kms of  beaches and resorts for beach lovers.



Last couple of  decades have seen an influx of  students from around the world studying medical science and information 

technology. There are food festivals that offer countless delicacies for tourists around the world. Winter tourism, eco and 

culture tourism are equally popular here. 



Ukraine provides an excellent environment and infrastructure to host corporate meetings, conferences and incentive tours. 

By far, Ukraine is one of  the most affordable tourist destinations in Europe.

* Please note that tourists are required to have medical insurance cover before visiting Ukraine . 



Air Arabia and Fly Dubai have 

flights via Sharjah and Dubai 

respectively, from numerous 

airports in India. Air Astana has 

flights ex-Delhi via Almaty. 

Frequency - Air Arabia has 

flights on Tue, Fri, Sat & 

Sundays from 13 airports in 

India. Fly Dubai has daily 

flights from 8 ports. Air Astana 

has connecting flights to Kiev 

four times a week via Almaty.



* Ukrainian visa for Indian tourists is on arrival for a fee of 100 USD.

* It helps to have good international travel history on the passport to acquire Ukrainian visa.

* Border immigration police reserves the right to refuse entry in Ukraine.



Item Price in Hryvnia Price in US Dollars

Meal for 2, Mid-range Restaurant, Three-

course 500 18.4

Combo Meal at McDonalds or Similar 66 2.4

Domestic Beer (0.5 liter draught) 15 0.55

Imported Beer (0.33 liter bottle) 30 1.1

Cappuccino (regular) 22 0.8

Coke/Pepsi (0.33 liter bottle) 10.5 0.4

Water (1.5 liter bottle) 8 .0.3

Bottle of  Wine (Mid-Range) 90 3.3

Pack of  Cigarettes (Marlboro) 26 0.95

Taxi Start (Normal Tariff) 35 1.3

Taxi 1km (Normal Tariff) 5 0.2

Taxi 1hour Waiting (Normal Tariff) 60 2.2

Ukrainian currency is Hryvnia

(UAH). 
As of  July 2017 the conversion rates are 

as follows:

• 1 US Dollar = 26 UAH

• 1 Ukrainian Hryvnia = 2.48 Indian 

Rupees

* Tourists must carry at least $150 per day for pocket expenses multiplied by the number of  days of  

stay in Ukraine. It is not mandatory to spend it though and our tour packages are usually all-inclusive. 



The capital of  Kiev is said to be one of  the most beautiful cities of  the post Soviet countries and establishes 

connection between the history of  Ukraine and its modern urban developments. Its a romantic city 

bustling streets and fascinating golden domed monuments of  historical importance. 



No other city in Europe has more green open spaces than Kiev. Beautiful parks and flowers, tree lined boulevards 

and the vast Dnipro river. Kiev city boasts of  numerous theaters, museums, religious sites, modern buildings and 

ancient ruins. The city of  Kiev is the center of  Ukrainian culture and soon to be a destination of  mass tourism. 



Pechersk Lavra : A religious town in a modern city The strong hold of  the Orthodox religion. Lavra was founded in 11 

century and was built in 9 following centuries. The complex is entered into the World Heritage List UNESKO. Lavra caves 

contain more than 200 relics of  saints. On the territory of  the monastery there is a number of  historical and cultural 

museums of  Ukraine, including the famous Museum of  Historical Treasures, decorative folkarts, music, theater, film, 

exhibitions of  private collections. It is also known as Monastery Of  The Caves.



Motherland Monument : This monument in Kiev is part of  the Museum of  History of  Ukraine in World War II. 

The stainless steel statue stands 62 m (203 ft) tall upon the museum building with the overall structure measuring 102 

m and weighing 560 tons. he sword in the statue's right hand is 16m  long weighing 9 tons. This is one of  the most 

photographed monuments and has been shown in numerous films.



Independence Square, where all major events in the country take place. Maidan Nezalezhnosti, is the central square 

in Kiev, the main and the most beautiful one.  Parades,concerts, festivals and other city arrangements and holidays take 

place on this square.It contains six fountains, Independence Column and artificial waterfall. The Independence Square has 

much to offer: the huge building with the tower and chimes, the Trade Union Association Office and other attractions.



The Pyrohovo : This museum contains over 300 pieces of  folk architecture brought here from all parts of  Ukraine 

and carefully reassembled. You can rest and take smart pictures there, also you will taste traditional Ukrainian food 

"varenyky" and drink "moonshine" in Pyrohovo. Besides, you can buy handmade pottery, embroidery, shoes, wooden 

kitchenware, accessories, sculptures, pictures, hats and more. You can also take a ride in a horse carriage if  you wish.



The Dnieper river boat ride is one of  the favorite types of  entertainment in Kyiv. The 1,420-mile Dnieper, Europe's 

third-longest river (after the Volga and the Danube).A boat trip along the Dnieper River is a journey of  discovery: explore 

ancient historical sights, gaze upon grand monuments and encounter a vibrant culture rich in tradition.



See how differing societies from the Vikings to the Tatars and the Cossack shave influenced the architecture and 

people living in the capital city of  Ukraine. Enjoy your time of  scenic cruising, taking in the Dnieper's landscape of  

rolling hills with ancient groves.



Do you want to cross the Dnieper without getting wet? - Sure. We will walk to Trukhaniv island which is 

connected with the city by means of  the Parkovy pedestrian bridge. The island is a paradise for fishers who enjoy 

sitting on the banks of  the river and admire beautiful landscapes.



The Kyiv funicular (cable railway)

is a ride that should be on every tourist’s list of  fascinating things to explore. The funicular connects the historic upper 

town to the lower Podil district through the steep hill and gives you the opportunity to explore the breath takingly

beautiful scenery of  Kyiv and also view the Dnieper River. You can also make nice selfies there. The total gradient of  

the slope is 36%.



Dolphinarium in Kiev: Dolphinarium is a huge entertainment center. You are sure to have a lot of  fun and 

incredible emotions. You can also swim with dolphins and take pictures. Photos with dolphins and seals will leave 

in your memory unforgettable positive memories from communicating with amazing sea animals.



Odessa is a romantic city and has been adored by artists, sculptors, writers and poets for its most beautiful opera 

houses, diverse museums and galleries, peaceful gardens and amazing architecture. 



Odessa's warm sea breeze, sunny beaches, picturesque coastal areas and therapeutic mud from salt lagoons 

are the places which Odessa reserves for its famous health resorts and treatment facilities.



Local cuisines like kilka, forshmak, tzimmes, aubergine pate, fried gobbies are very popular. Odessa 

welcomes visitors at any time of  year and always has something special and memorable in store for them with 

its festivals, bright nightspots, theaters, music clubs and just boundless joy.

Deruny (Ukrainian 

Potato Pancakes)

Ukrainian Folk Dance Performance



Kiev comes electric at night. The party starts at midnight and goes until noon the next day. 

There is a wide variety of  fun pubs, bars, swanky lounges and insane nightclubs.



People are so friendly that you’re never going to want the night to end.



DAY 1 

Arrival at Kiev, the capital of Ukraine at 1pm. Transfer to restaurant for lunch and then check in to hotel. Halt at Monument of 

Founders of Kiev on the way. Transfer to Indian restaurant at 20:30 for dinner followed by free time to explore Kiev.

DAY 2

Kyiv city Tour with English speaking guide (after breakfast at hotel). You  will  know more about history and development of 

Kyiv and see its major attractions like Independence Square, Khreschatyk street, The Kyiv funicular cable railway etc. Lunch 

in Indian Restaurant at 14:00 and continue city tour. Take the Dnieper river yacht trip afterwards as well as see Trukhaniv

island. Dinner at 20:30 and free time afterwards.

DAY 3

After breakfast transfer to Pechersk Lavra, a religious town in a modern city that has the famous Museum of Historical 

Treasures, decorative folkarts, music, theater, film, exhibitions of private collections. After lunch at 1400 Hrs visit Pyrohovo

Museum contains over 300 pieces of folk architecture brought here from all parts of Ukraine.  One can taste traditional 

Ukrainian food and buy handmade pottery, embroidery, shoes, wooden kitchenware, accessories, sculptures, pictures, hats 

and more. Dinner at 20:30 and free time afterwards.

DAY 4

After breakfast visit the Motherland Monument and museum of World War II. Lunch at 13:00 followed by exciting show at 

Dolphinarium in Kiev. They you can party on a party bus with drinks, karaoke music, bubble show and enchanting lights.

DAY 5

Transfer to airport after breakfast to fly back to Delhi with sweet memories.



• Ukraine is the largest state situated entirely in Europe.

• The world's worst nuclear power plant accident, the 1986 Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant disaster, took place in 
the now abandoned Ukrainian town of Pripyat.

• The name Ukraine is believed to originally mean "borderland" or "region". In English 'The Ukraine' used to be 
the form used now it is just called 'Ukraine'.

• Arsenalnaya Metro Station located in Kiev is the deepest in the world (105 meters).

• As of 2011 Ukraine was the world's 3rd largest grain exporter.

• Ukraine is tech-
and Russia.



• After the breakup of the Soviet Union, Ukraine inherited the third-largest nuclear arsenal in the 
world. They voluntarily gave it up, becoming entirely free of nuclear weapons by 1996. Ukraine 
had over a thousand nuclear warheads and the third largest nuclear potential after Russia and 
America. The warheads and missiles were given to Russia, silos were destroyed.

• Ukraine has been in a demographic crisis since the 1980s because of its high death rate and a 
low birth rate. The population is shrinking by over 150,000 a year.

• Ukraine is a 4th educated nation in the world: 99.4% of Ukrainians aged 15 and over can read 
and write.

• -225 Mriya is created by the Kyiv-based Antonov design 
bureau. The plane was designed to airlift space shuttles and rocket boosters, however is now 
carrying oversized payloads.



Hope to welcome you in Kiev real soon! Thank you.
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